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1: In your Lotus Quickr environment, Lotus Quickr has been configured to control directory services. You have encountered two users with the same name when adding a new LDAP source. Which of the following is true regarding this scenario?
A. Only one of the names can be added to a place as a member
B. Neither name may be added to the place until the conflict is resolved
C. Both names may be added to the place but only the first listed may authenticate
D. Both names may be added to the place, and both users may authenticate because they are in alternate directories
Correct Answers: A

2: After configuring Web page cache settings within Lotus Quickr, if a Web page is cached, subsequent requests for the page are served from the cached copy by the server. How are these cached copies stored?
A. Per place
B. Server wide
C. Per user name
D. Per group name
Correct Answers: C

3: Lotus Quickr services for Lotus Domino includes ready-made templates, from which you can create sites designed to manage projects. Which of the following is the name of this feature?
A. MyPlaces
B. Projects
C. PlaceTypes
D. ProjectCenters
Correct Answers: C

4: Both external and local users must set an offline password for each place they take into offline mode from Lotus Quickr. This password is then stored in the Member Profile for each offline place of which they are a member. You do not want users creating a new password for each place; instead you want them to utilize their Lotus Quickr password. Which of the following options enables this ability?
A. Disable single sign-on in Lotus Domino
B. Use the use_login_passwords setting in the offline section of the qpconfig.xml file
C. Create a default password mapping for each user in the Site Administration on your Lotus Quickr server
D. Create a security policy document in the DOLS administration database specifying to utilize the Lotus Quickr password
Correct Answers: B

5: You have a large number of mobile Lotus Quickr users. They have requested the ability to work offline with the places in which they are members. Which of the following is required to enable
this ability?
A. SSO must be configured on the Lotus Domino Web server
B. SSL must be configured on the Lotus Domino Web server
C. Places must be globally enabled for offline usage
D. User ID files must be issued from the Lotus Domino server
Correct Answers: D

6: Vern has configured the Lotus Domino server to utilize the Lotus Domino Servlet Engine for Lotus Quickr. Which of the following is also required for this to function correctly?
A. He must configure the server to use expanded group membership
B. He must configure the server to use single sign-on authentication
C. He must enable the server for Secure Socket Layer (SSL) traffic over HTTP
D. He must enable the server to allow Placebots to be run by the Lotus Quickr server id
Correct Answers: B

7: Paula has configured Lotus Quickr to utilize Lotus Sametime for awareness. She has completed the following steps:
- Each Lotus Quickr place utilizes local members
- Both the Lotus Quickr and Lotus Sametime server are in the same Lotus Domino domain
- Both are in the same DNS domain
- Single sign-on is configured for both servers
Awareness, however, is not functioning. Which of the following is the best solution to the lack of awareness in Lotus Quickr?
A. Single sign-in is not supported in this scenario
B. The Lotus Quickr and Lotus Sametime servers must reside in different DNS domains
C. Lotus Sametime features are available only to place members registered in an LDAP directory
D. The Lotus Quickr and Lotus Sametime servers must reside in different Lotus Domino domains
Correct Answers: C

8: In order to perform many server configuration tasks, you must create the qpconfig.xml file and place it in the appropriate location on your Lotus Domino server. Which of the following shows the correct location for this file based on a default installation path of Lotus Domino?
A. C:\Program Files\Lotus\Domino\Data
B. C:\Program Files\Lotus\Domino\Data\Quickr
C. C:\Program Files\Lotus\Domino\Data\Domino\HTML
D. C:\Program Files\Lotus\Domino\Data\Quickr\Config
Correct Answers: A

9: Which of the following is the correct EXTMGR_ADDINS name to allow users to take places offline in Microsoft Windows environments? (Note: The core part of this name is included across all platforms supported by Lotus Quickr.)
A. noflqnp
B. ndolextn
C. nqpextmgr
10: The Marble Corporation has proceeded to upgrade to Lotus Quickr 8.x from a previous version. Multiple places are being upgraded on the server at the same time to expedite the process. By default, which of the following is true during this upgrade of the places?
A. Only one place is locked at a time
B. All places being upgraded are locked
C. The entire server is available during the upgrade
D. The entire server is locked during the places upgrade
Correct Answers: A

11: While installing the base Lotus Domino server for your Lotus Quickr environment, which of the following server types should you select?
A. Lotus Domino Quickr Server
B. Lotus Domino Utility Server
C. Lotus Domino Cluster Server
D. Lotus Domino Enterprise Server
Correct Answers: D

12: In the Acme Corporation, they want users to utilize only the Web interface for Lotus Quickr. Besides not providing offline access, what other steps must be taken to restrict the use of Lotus Quickr Connectors?
A. Disable Web services
B. Disable extended membership
C. Disable multi-server sign-on
D. Disable HTTP on the Lotus Domino server
Correct Answers: A

13: To use groups from a directory as place members in a Lotus Quickr environment with Lotus Domino naming conventions, which of the following must be performed to enable the ability for group authorization?
A. Edit qpconfig.xml to enable the group authentication section
B. Specify "Group Authorization" in the Directory Assistance document
C. Edit the Lotus Domino Directory and create a new view for Lotus Quickr group membership lists
D. Place a secondary directory in the Quickr\config directory and point to it from qpconfig.xml
Correct Answers: B

14: Expanded membership uses group names in room ACLs rather than individual user names to control the access of individual external user members. As a result of this, which of the following is correct?
A. The access given to an individual external user member is removed from the groups to which the user belongs
B. The access given to an individual external user member is merged with the access assigned to groups to which the user belongs
C. The access given to an individual external user member takes precedence over the access assigned to groups to which the user belongs
D. The access given to an individual external user member no longer takes precedence over the access assigned to groups to which the user belongs

Correct Answers: D

15: Nathaniel has implemented cross-place searching as manager of numerous places in Lotus Quickr. This required him to configure Lotus Domino Domain Search and a Domain Catalog server. Where is the cross-place searching performed once the configurations are complete?
A. The LDAP server that stores the user's credentials
B. The Lotus Quickr server where the places are stored
C. The Lotus Domino server where the user authenticates
D. The Lotus Quickr server running on the Domain Catalog server

Correct Answers: D

16: Zelda has received a request from numerous groups to support multiple language content on the Lotus Quickr server. Which of the following steps must she perform to enable this functionality?
A. She must set up the server to generate output using UTF-8 encoding
B. She must change the language pack on the Lotus Domino server to include the requested languages
C. She must enable the translator Placebot to convert the content as it is added to the server
D. She must create a Lotus Quickr partition for the alternate language and store all alternate language data in those places only

Correct Answers: A

17: Larry has removed a subroom from the Lotus Quickr place named Sales. Which of the following occurred when he removed this subroom?
A. The local groups assigned to the Sales place were removed
B. The expanded membership group for the subroom was renamed
C. The Super User account no longer has access to the Sales place
D. The expanded membership groups associated with the subroom were removed

Correct Answers: D

18: The Computer Corporation has begun the process of upgrading a Lotus Quickr server. After the initial upgrade is complete, which of the following is true regarding PlaceTypes?
A. PlaceTypes must be upgraded immediately
B. PlaceTypes may be upgraded when convenient
C. PlaceTypes will be unavailable until the upgrade is complete
D. PlaceTypes are removed from the Place Catalog until upgraded

Correct Answers: B
19: Cindy is changing her Lotus Quickr environment from Lotus Quickr control of directory services to Lotus Domino control. Which of the following commands must be utilized to change the format of the distinguished names of external members in places?
A.qptool modifymember  
B.qptool changehierarchy  
C.qptool dominodirectory  
D.qptool redirecteddirectory  
**Correct Answers: B**

20: Your organization installed a Lotus Quickr Entry server to allow for personal places. You issued the qptool command to build the personal places for all users. When typing the command you utilized the optional flag of:
- d  
Which of the following is the result of utilizing this option?
A.Deletes the place specified in the command  
B.Provides an alternate display name for the place  
C.Disposes of information over a specific number of days specified  
D.Designates the places as a team Lotus Quickr place for use with multiple members  
**Correct Answers: B**